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NUCLEAR POWER IN THE SOVIET BLOC

by

W. G. Davey

ABSTRACT

The growth of Soviet Bloc nuclear power generation to
the end of the century is evaluated on the basis of policy
statements of objectives, past and current nuclear power
plant construction, and trends in the potential for future
construction. Central to this study is a detailed examina-
tion of individual reactor construction and site develop-
ment that provides specific performance data not given
elsewhere. A major commitment to nldclear power is abun-
dantly clear and an expansion of ten times in nuclear elec-
tric generation is estimated between 1980 and 2000. This
rate of growth is like~y to have significant impact upon
the total energy economy of the Soviet Bloc including les-
sening demands for use of coal, oil, and gas for electri-
city generation.

I. INTRODUCTION: THE SOVIET COMMITMENT TO NUCLEAR POWER

Although nuclear electric plants in the USSR date from the late ’50s when

the Troitsk reactors were built, it was only during the 170s that a signifi-

cant industrial effort developed. This dates from the completion of the first

440-MWe standardized Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) at Novovoronezh in 1972

and the first 1000-MWe Light-water-cooled Graphite Reactor (LGR) at Leningrad

in 1974. As a consequence, although the USSR and the other Communist nations

of Eastern Europe officially supported the widespread use of nuclear power

from its inception, only in the past 5 to 10 years have their plans begun to

bear fruit and consequently, made possible a more realistic assessment of this

source of energy.



The intent is clear. Nuclear power will be used on a large scale through-

out the Soviet Bloc to generate electricity and on some as-yet-undefined scale

for space heating of cities and industrial enterprises. The reactor safety,

environmental, and nuclear weapons concerns so evident in the Western World

play no role in Soviet Bloc planning. Nuclear plants not only have no sepa-

rate containment structure* (as in all Western reactors) but are situated where

needed and not, for example, remote from cities. Constraints will be only

such factors as the required rate of increase of electricity production, the

feasible rate of construction of nuclear plants, and the depletion (or uneco-

nomic nature) of alternative sources of energy. This last point is of partic-

ular importance because (1) the sources of coal, oil, and gas in

part of the USSR are decreasing (as they are in Eastern Europe),

new large energy reserves are located in Siberia, 3000 to 5000

major industry and population centers, which are principally west

Mountains.

the western

and (2) the

km from the

of the Ural

Nuclear fuel, being such a concentrated energy source, is easily trans-

ported at relatively low cost. Where distances are great and climate harsh,

it therefore becomes very attractive.

In Eastern Europe, the climatic incentive for use of nuclear power is

clearly less than in the USSR, but the transportation problem is shared be-

cause much of the energy is obtained from the USSR. In addition, all Eastern

European countries have incentives for reduced dependence upon external energy

supplies from the USSR or elsewhere. Nuclear power is thus desirable since

some countries have significant uranium resources. Although the USSR is un-

likely to agree with all aspects of their national viewpoints, it SUppOrtS

vigorous nuclear programs in this area through the eleven-nation Council for

Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA, CEMA, or COmecOn). These efforts involve

partitioning industrial development into specialized components, as well as

joint financing of cooperative projects.

The details for each country are given later but the overall pattern is

clear: nuclear power will be a major factor in Soviet Bloc energy supply by

the end of this century.

.

I

.

,

*Recent information (1982) indicates that containment is now being provided
for Soviet reactors.
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II. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

As in the US, Britain, and France the USSR nuclear energy program evolved

from a nuclear weapons program. The nuclear energy programs in the other

Comecon* countries are mostly extensions of the USSR’S. “

A. USSR Domestic Program

In the US, Britain, and France, nuclear weapons manufacture involved the

construction of natural uranium-fueled graphite-moderated thermal reactors for

plutonium production and diffusion or centrifuge plants for uranium enrich-

ment. British and French reactors were gas cooled and used extensively for

joint production of electricity and plutonium. US reactors were water cooled

and used to a lesser extent for that dual purpose. The PWR, which requires

enriched uranium and can be compact, was developed for nuclear-powered sub-

marines in the US (also later in Britain and France), and this led to the

development of commercial PWRS for electricity production.

Discerning the common pattern in the nuclear weapon activities of these

three states is very instructive, since we can assume that the USSR followed a

generally similar pattern. Thus we understand nuclear energy development in

the USSR even though little is known about the infrastructure of mining, mil-

ling, enrichment, reprocessing, etc. We could identify the graphite-moderated

reactors located at the remote sites of Troitsk and Beloyarsk as the joint-

purpose forerunners of the series of large electricity-generating plants

started at Leningrad in 1974. These LGRs differ from basically similar sys-

tems in Britain and France in that cooled water is allowed to boil and the

fuel is enriched uranium. Similarly, the earlier smaller PWRS developed at

Novovoronezh in the early ’60s possibly were related to naval reactors and

were the basis for developing the standard 440-MWe Novovoronezh (VVER 440) and

1000-MWe (VVER 1000) PWRS now being constructed in the USSR and elsewhere.

Possibly the USSR discovered, as did Britain and France, that

more convenient, or more economical, or better suited

*The council

Comecon) was
Today (1981)
East Germany,

for Mutual Economic Assistance (abbreviated as

PWR stations are

for large-scale

CMEA, CEMA, or
established in January 1949 in response to the Marshall Plan.
it has ten members: the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Poland, Romania, Cuba, Mongolia, and Vietnam.

3



manufacture than graphite-moderated reactors. PWRS may displace LGRs in the

future USSR building program.

Another aspect of the USSR program that parallels the other countries’ is

the development of the plutonium-fueled, Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor

(LMFBR), which uses essentially all the energy in uranium rather than the few

percent released in thermal reactors. This could lead to about a twenty-fold

increase in the energy available from uranium ores when they are significantly

depleted, perhaps in the late ’90s or the early decades of the next century.

The research programs, basic reactor designs, and approximate time scale for

LMFBRs are closely similar in the USSR, Britain, France, and Japan.

The PWR, LGR, and LMFBR reactors form the basis of the USSR nuclear elec-

tric program, but an additional feature that is

energy for space heating. Since 1974, nuclear

scale to provide both heat and electricity

Bilibino in the extreme northeast (almost on

emerging is the use of nuclear

power has been used on a small

to the small remote town of

the Arctic coast). Now large

stations are being built for major cities in the western USSR. Space heating

probably will utilize both “waste heat” from electricity generation and spe-

cial reactors for this purpose.

B. USSR and Comecon

With the exception of an abortive early development by Czechoslovakia and

prolonged interchange between Rumania and Canada, the Comecon nuclear programs

are extensions of USSR technology, and key elements are held under close USSR

control. Although several countries, particularly Czechoslovakia, mine ura-

nium, it is controlled either by USSR companies or jointly held companies

dominated by the USSR. There is no evidence of fuel element manufacture out-

side the USSR, and all fuel is supplied from the USSR and returned there for

reprocessing or storage after use in the reactors. With minor exceptions,

discussed later, all reactors are PWRS, and the essential enrichment of the

uranium required for these reactors can be carried out only in the USSR.

This is perhaps, in part, a logical corollary of the agreement for spe-

cialized manufacture of certain items that is in effect among the Comecon

countries; for example, Czechoslovakia now manufactures VVER-440 PWRS for all

Comecon countries. Nevertheless, this arrangement certainly minimizes

weapons-proliferation potential of nuclear power in the Comecon countries.

4
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Intra-Comecon cooperation is also demonstrated in the joint funding of

nuclear power stations by several countries. To date, this cooperation only

exists for constructing a station in the USSR with repayment of the non-USSR

contribution (over a limited period) by export of electricity to these coun-

tries, so this facet of nuclear power is also biased strongly to the advantage

of the USSR.

c. USSR and Non-Comecon Countries

When appropriate, the USSR is

Soviet Bloc.

firmly involved in activities outside the

To date (late 1981), the only export of USSR reactors has been to Finland

where two VVER-440 PWRS are in operation, modified by adding containment ves-

sels requested by Finland. AS with Comecon countries, all fuel supplied by

the USSR must be returned to the USSR for reprocessing. Reactors for Cuba,

Libya, and possibly Turkey have been discussed, and undoubtedly the same con-

ditions for return of their fuel would be imposed.

Finland, and particularly Yugoslavia, manufacture reactor components for

the Comecon countries (including the USSR). Yugoslavia, although not a member

of Comecon, is in many ways part of the overall Comecon manufacturing complex,

and Finland and the USSR have discussed joint manufacture of reactors (for

Libya) and of a USSR nuclear icebreaker.

One area where the USSR is strongly involved in international nuclear

power is enrichment. In recent years, the USSR has provided about half the

enrichment services for Western Europe at competitive prices. The enriched

uranium is supplied to the USSR by the customer and does not come from Soviet

Bloc resources.

111. METHODOLOGY OF PROJECTIONS FOR SOVIET BLOC NUCLEAR ENERGY

Determining the current status of Soviet Bloc industry can be an uncer-

tain and frustrating task as information frequently is not available and

usually incomplete. For nuclear energy, there are additional complications

because some aspects of its peaceful uses

and therefore information is classified.

is known about uranium mining, refining,

are related to military applications

AS a consequence, little or nothing

enrichment, reprocessing, and waste

5



handling, and a reasonably complete overall view of the Soviet nuclear energy

industry is impossible to obtain.

Anticipated construction in most major areas is given in the USSR Five-

Year Plans. In the USSR and other Comecon countries, high-level pronounce-

ments occasionally are made about long-term plans, but these statements must

be considered with care. The Five-Year Plans and other official statements

have been optimistic”in the past, so it is wise to take these statements as

targets or upper

the government’s

achieved, but at

broad terms and

may be unclear.

is limited.

Our method

limits to what will be achieved. They do, however, indicate

intent, and in many cases the planned levels likely will be

some later date. These statements also tend to be couched in

may refer to percentage increases from some base level that

Thus we see that official statements have some value but it

is basically to extrapolate from past experience in nuclear

power plant construction but also to include probable technical changes in the

industry. The official pronouncements are used as a guide to the government’s

intent and as an upper limit that probably will be achieved but at a later

date than planned.

Specifically, we use the following methodology

● Note the anticipated power level, construction starting date, and

actual operating date of each reactor identified in the Soviet

statements.

o Allow for such technical evolution as increase in reactor size,

standardization and factory manufacture of reactors, and changes

in the reactor mix as time proceeds.

o Note each site identified by name and estimate its probable

capacity and operating date.

● Use official statements of future plans as upper limits, which

indicate the approximate magnitude of the rate of expansion.

This approach does not allow for any significant changes in limitations

to production rates. For example, the premise that there is a sufficient

uranium supply and enrichment capacity for the current Five-Year Plan (1981-

85) also is assumed to apply to the year 2000. This is probably reasonable up

to the year 2000, and possibly beyond, but it is impossible to be confident

that these projections will remain valid because of unknown snags or other

limitations.

#
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IV. CURRENT AND PROJECTED NUCLEAR ENERGY PROGRAMS

This section discusses the nuclear program of each Comecon country and

estimates the nuclear energy capacity to the year 2000. First we consider the

USSR because of its central role and then the rest of the Comecon countries

(in alphabetical order).

Much of the information available consists of isolated details that are

significant only in evaluating the progress of a specific plant. % far as

possible we confine detailed discussions to the Appendix, together with refer-

ences to the sources. The Appendix contains all the specifics upon which this

study was based. In the main text we include the policies adopted by each

country and some background to help understand how the individual programs

developed. Finally, we summarize the actual growth of and projections for

nuclear electric-plant construction.

A. USSR

1. Policies. The USSR’s commitment to a strong and expanding domestic

role for nuclear power has been stated repeatedly at the highest levels. The

increased electrification that will be necessary, because of increasing gas

and oil transportation costs, was stated clearly by Academician Styriovich

(June 1980) together with the unequivocal statement that “atomic power sta-

tions generate electric power at a substantially lower cost than other power

stations do” with minor qualifications for a few mine-mouth coal-powered sta-

tions.l The President of the USSR Academy of Sciences confirmed and extend-

ed this conviction by stating that “the entire deficit in the fuel and power

balance should be covered

atomic power engineering”

cities will be realized in

These statements were

. . . by a substantial expansion of the share of

and noting that “atomic heat supply stations” for

the 1981-85 Five-Year Plan.z

confirmed by Brezhnev himself in the Draft Guide-

lines for the llth Five-Year Plan (1981-85),3 which details construction of

nuclear electric plants throughout the western USSR as well as “atomic reac-

tors for supplying heat to large cities.”3 Further details on these plants

are given in the Major Construction Projects for 1981.4

The incentives are clear: (1) decreasing availability of energy sources

-- coal, oil, gas, and hydro -- in the western USSR where most industry is

7



located; (2) difficulty and considerable cost in developing remote sources in

generally inhospitable regions; and (3) accelerating transportation costs.

The export of oil and other energy resources constitutes an important source

of hard currency vital to the USSR for import of industrial goods and wheat.

Greater internal use of other energy sources then will assist in maintaining

and perhaps increasing these exports.

The USSR has strong incentives to maintain control of the key fuel supply

and reprocessing areas in the other Comecon countries. A major reason is

probably to minimize nuclear weapon proliferation risks; the experience with

nuclear aid to China, followed by antagonism and independent weapons develop-

ment, must have been sobering.
5

In addition, control over fuel supplies

gives great political leverage and is also profitable. The USSR also has

strong economic incentives to encourage increased nuclear energy use in the

Comecon countries, thus reducing their dependence on nonnuclear fuel supplied

from the USSR. For example, the USSR would certainly benefit by selling its

oil at world market prices instead of, as now, supplying it well below this

level.

Regarding the rest of the world, the USSR can be expected to export reac-

tors, particularly to its sympathizers, under the same terms of fuel supply

and return after irradiation that it now requires. Such an arrangement ap-

plies to USSR reactors in Finland. Libya and Cuba will receive reactors but

time scales and other details are lacking; exports to Turkey and Yugoslavia

also have been indicated as a possibility.

The USSR can be expected to continue enrichment services on the open

market on a commercial basis, unless and until these services are needed

exclusively for itself and its allies.

2. Operating Reactors and Construction to 1985. The Appendix gives

details of each USSR site and reactor in the chronological order of first

operation or announcement of construction. All sources and significant items

of construction and operation are given as well as the type

from which projections must be constructed.

The Appendix should be read to obtain an appreciation of

ies, successes, breadth, and objectives of the USSR program.

of information

the difficult-

For example:

some of the construction difficulties found in the Chernobyl station are

given; the Nikolayev site is part of a nuclear/hydroelectric/pumped storage

8



complex; Khmelnitsky is to be constructed jointly by the USSR, Poland,

Hungary, and Czechoslovakia; and reactors to be specially constructed in

Odessa and Gorki are for district heating of those cities.

In this

given in the

nation.

Neither

section we summarize the information on electricity production

Appendix, grouped into LGRs, PWRS, and reactors of unknown desig-

the Appendix nor this section considers experimental reactors nor

the future use of LMFBRs. Fast reactors probably will be introduced into reg-

ular operation in the 1990s but we assume that they will not make a signifi-

cant impact until after 2000. Because too little information is available, we

made no estimate of the contribution to the total energy economy of the dis-

trict-heating reactors nor of their contribution to e“

they are dual purpose. Nevertheless, this source of

heat) could be significant by 2000.

a. LGR Development and Installation

The start-up dates, capacity installed per year,

ectricity production if

energy (electricity and

and cumulative capacity

are shown in Table I. The reactors are grouped into three categories.

● Early developmental types (Troitsk, Beloyarsk)

● Standard 1000 MWe (Leningrad, Kursk, Chernobyl, Smolensk)

● Advanced 1500 MWe (Ignalina)

Commercial development began in 1974 with the first Leningrad reactor,

and the introduction of Ignalina 1 in 1983 probably will represent the begin-

ning of a new period when the “standard size” will have increased to 1500 MWe.

We can expect a number of 1000-MWe LGRs to be put into service beyond 1983 (as

indicated) to complete those currently under construction, but beyond 1985

probably most or all LGRs will be 1500 MWe and the station capacity will be

6000 MWe rather than 4000 MWe.

b. PWR Development and Installation

The relevant data are given in Table II. Novovoronezh is the development

site, and the first VVER-440 and VVER-1OOO units were built there as well as

the earlier smaller systems.

It is probable that most reactors built after 1980 will be the larger

second-generation VVER 1000. A few VVER-440 units will be built except where

9



TABLE 1

LIGHT-WATER-COOLED GRAPHITE REACTORS

Category of Reactor Capacity
.

Year of Standard Advanced Added Cumulative
Start-Up Developmental 1000 MWe

1958

1964

1967

1974

1975

1976

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

Troitsk l-6

Beloyarsk 1

Beloyarsk 2

Leningrad

Leningrad

Kursk 1

Chernobyl

Kursk 2

Chernobyl

Chernobyl

Leningrad

Kursk 3

Leningrad

Smolensk

Kursk 4

Chernobyl

1

2

1

2

3

3

4

4

1985 Smolensk 2

1500 MWe (MWe) (MWe) ,

600 600

100 700

200 900

1000 1900

1000 2900

1000 3900

1000 4900

2000 6900

2000 8900

2000 10900

1000 11900

Ignalina 1 1500 13400

2000 15400

Ignalina 2 2500 17900

smaller capacity stations are needed (such as remote sites or small indus-

trial/urban areas). Introduction of a large third-generation unit is less

likely (than with the LGR) because the PWR tends to be factory built and not

constructed on site. Consequently, there is more incentive to stay with a

standardized unit. Additionally, transportation problems (of the pressure
13

vessel) may impose size limitations.

c. Unknown Reactor Types

Table III gives data for the Khmelnitsky 1 and 2 and Balakovo 1 and 2

reactors where the type is not known. Also, the year of start-up, 1985, is

I
10



Year of
Start-Up

1964

1969

1972

1973

1974

1976

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

TABLE II o

PRESSURIZED-WATERREACTORS

Category of Reactor Capacity
Added Cumulative

Developmental VVER-440 VVER-1OOO (MWe ) (MWe)

Novovoronezh 1 210

Novovoronezh 2 365

Novovoronezh 3 440

Kola 1 880

Novovoronezh 4

Kola 2 440

Armenia 1 440

Rovno 1 Novovoronezh 5 2760

Armenia 2

Kola 3

Kola 4

Kalinin 1 1000

Nikolayev 1 1000

Rovno 2 Kalinin 2 1440

Rovno 3 2000

Nikolayev 2

TABLE III

REACTORTYPE UNKNOWN

Approximate
Year of

Capacity
Added Cumulative

Start-ui) Reactor fMWe ) fMWe)

210

575

1015

1895

2335

2775

5535

6535

7535

8975

10975

1985 Khmelnitsky 1 and 2 4000 4000

1985 Balakovo 1 and 2

11



CAPACITY

Year

1958

1964

1967

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

TABLE IV

ADDED PER YEAR AND CUMULATIVE CAPACITY - REACTORS OF ALL TYPES

Capacity
Added
Per Year
(MWe)

600

310

200

365
--

--

440

880

1440

1000

Cumulative
(MWe)

600

910

1110

1475

1475

1475

1915

2795

4235

5235

Year

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

Capacity
Added
Per Year Cumulative
(MWe) _-_!@@_

1440 6675

-- 6675

1000 7675

2000 9675

4760a 14435

3000 17435

2000 19435

1500 20935

3440 24375

8500a 32875

aThe added capacities for 1980 and ’1985 are probably artificially high
and reflect a supposition that reactors will be finished in the 1976-80
and 1981-85 periods rather than that they are actually finished in 1985.

the last in the current Five-Year Plan period. No other information is avail-

able.

d. Total Capacity Through 1985

Table IV gives the capacity added per year and cumulative capacity up to

1985 by adding the data given in Tables I through III. As noted in Table IV,

the actual capacities added at the end of the plan period in 1985 are perhaps

artificially high. Construction through 1981-85 is likely to be more uni-

formly distributed in time.

3. Projected Capacity to 2000. The methodology is discussed in Section

111. Here we briefly reiterate the principal guidelines and indicate why pro-

jections are not given beyond 2000.

In projecting the generating capacity, we considered official statements

of intent as indicators but tried to rely upon the extrapolation of past
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performance whenever

advances that may be

past experience. In

build or complete a

ments.

feasible. This extrapolation takes account of technical

expected in future years so is not a simple projection of

addition, we relied upon statements of Soviet intent to

specific reactor station rather than generalizing state-

In the late 1990s we may expect significantly increased introduction of

the plutonium-fueled LMFBRs. The reasons will be mixed but will surely in-

clude concerns about depletion of uranium ores. If these supplies are indeed

diminishing, there will be pressure to curtail building reactors that use en-

riched uranium (PWRS and LGRs) substituting instead LMFBRs. The size of uran-

ium deposits is unknown so this variable makes projection beyond about 2000

quite uncertain; thus we do not extrapolate beyond this date. The LMFBR

likely will have no major impact before 2000. It requires a significantly

different infrastructure and time to resolve technical problems, so our pro-

jections do not include this system.

A further point to note is that the use of special purpose reactors for

space and industrial process heat probably will be widespread in the next

twenty years. Our nuclear electric projections do not include these reactors

although

sibly on

The

“waste heat” from electricity generation certainly will be used (pos-

a major scale).

a. Official Projections

most realistic projections to 1985 should be based on both the offi-

cial 1981-85 Five-Year Plan Guidelines d
and statements on Major Construction

Projects for 1981.4 The plan calls for 1.55- to 1.60-trillion kilowatt-

hours (kWh) to be generated in 1985, which is only 20?? greater than the

1.335-trillion kWh in 1981. This relatively modest projection however is

accompanied by the planned commissioning of 24 000 to 25 000 MW of new

nuclear-electric capacity. Of the overall 1.55- to 1.60-trillion kWh to be

generated, 220- to 225-billion kWh are intended to be nuclear (14%) and 230-

to 235-billion kWh (15%) hydroelectric.

Long-term projections can be grandiose. For example, in 1980 a senior

engineer of Glavniiproekt, the main research and planning institute of the

Ministry of Power and Electrification, stated that 13 000 to 13 500 MW of

nuclear power capacity would be on-line by the end of 1980, double that by the

end of the 1981-85 plan, 100 000 MW by 1990, and perhaps twice that amount,

13



200 000 MW, by 2000.6 Although the 1980 figure is reasonable, it should be

noted that earlier projections for 1980 gave much higher figures and that

these projections were gradually reduced as the plan progressed. Further, the

13 000 MW to be constructed in 1981-85 is only about half the 24 000 to 25 000

given in the Five-Year Plan, and construction in the next Plan Period, 1986-

90, is much higher at about 75 000 MW. Accepting these statements as approxi-

mates seems more reasonable, particularly since a capacity of 100 000 MW is

likely to be achieved sometime in the 1990s rather than in the year 1990. The

figures were reported in an interview so it is quite possible that some of

this confusion is due to misinterpretation of verbal statements.

b. Technical Projections

Projection of Past Experience. The installed capacity up to 1980 and

projected to 1985 is summarized in Table IV. All of the data given here are

based upon the actual or estimated start-up date of individual reactors at

identified sites and can be considered to be quite firm.

Key points to be noted from these data follow.

o The figure of 14 435 MWe for 1980 is reasonably consistent with

13 000 to 13 500 MWe quoted by Soviet officials (IV.A.3.a.).

o The added capacity through 1981-85 of 18 440 MWe is not incon-

sistent with the Five-Year-Plan figure of 24 000 to 25 000 MWe,

bearing in mind that this is likely to be optimistic.

● The capacities added in Five-Year-Plan periods are

1971-75 3760 MWe

1976-80 9200 MWe

1981-85 18440 MWe

Thus, over this period of 15 years, the installed capacity per 5

years has roughly doubled in successive periods.

This accelerating rate of installation has been achieved by increasing

both the number of reactors and their size. Although certainty about an

increase in the number of reactors is impossible, we can expect the increasing

size trend to continue. Both 440- and 1000-MWe PWRS will be constructed in

the 1980-85 period (see Table II), but probably few, if anY, of the smaller

units will be built after 1985. Similarly, both 1000- and 1500-MWe LGRs will

be built after 1983 (see Table I) but the trend will be towards the lar9e

size. For both reactor types there are “economies of scale,” which means that

14



the cost does not increase as rapidly as the output, and for the PWR there is

the additional incentive of being able to construct VVER-1OOO units in the new

Atommash plant (see below).

At present, and through 1985, the installed capacity of LGRs is roughly

double that of PWRS (Tables I & II), but probably the USSR will find, as did

Britain and France, that PWRS are more economical. Thus, there probably will

be a tapering off of LGR construction in favor of PWRS. The size increase is

about 2.25 (1000/440) for PWRS and 1.5 (1500/1000) for LGRs, and there seems

to be no reason why even larger LGRs could not be built. If more PWRS are

built, we might then expect the average reactor size to double.

On this basis we infer that the rate of installation in the period 1986-

90 might be twice that of the previous period and be in the range of 35 000 to

40 000 MWe. It is difficult to see this trend continuing beyond 1990, and

there actually may be few or no LGRs constructed after that time.

PWR Construction at the Atommash Plant. This plant, alluded to previ-

ously, is under construction at Volgodonsk and is intended to mass produce

VVER-1OOO units. The first reactor will be completed in 1981 or ’82;7’8 the

“first stage” capacity should be three per year; and the final capacity is
8,9

stated to be eight per year. When these levels of production will be

achieved is not clear. Stated production capacities are likely to be opti-

mistic, like all official projections, but a production rise to about two to

three per year in 1985 and seven to eight per year in 1990 does not seem

unreasonable.

Thus, for PWRS alone, the Atommash plant will be able to produce reactors

at a rate of 35 000 to 40 000 MWe per five-year period by 1990. If the argu-

ment on phasing out LGRs is correct, then this may indeed occur as the Atom-

niashplant capacity rises to its final value. This is then consistent with an

installation rate of LGRs and PWRS of 35 000 to 40 000 MWe through 1986-90 and

of PWRS alone at the same rate beyond 1990, until LMFBRs begin to have major

impact.

Completion of Identified Sites. Several individual sites might contain

only two reactors for 1985. But all sites probably will be expanded eventu-

ally to four reactors, which would add 2000 or 3000 MWe, depending upon

whether two 1000-MWe PWRS or LGRs or two 1500-MWe LGRs are added. These sites

might be completed in the 1986-90 period. ‘

The following statistics are given for the uncompleted sites.
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Reactor
Reactor

Total Added
Reactor Capacity Capacity

Site Type (MWe) - (MWe) -

Rovno (PWR) 2x 1000 2000

Nikolayev (PWR

Kalinin (PWR

Smolensk (LGR

Ignalina (LGR

Khmelnitsky (LGR

2x

2x

2x

2x

2x

000 2000

000 2000

500 3000

500 3000

500 2000

Total 14000

For an additional five sites (Zaporozhe, Rostov, Krymsk, Tatar, and “Khmel-

nitsky II”) we have no knowledge of the intenaed reactor type. If we assume a

preponderance of PWRS and that three contain 4 x 1000-MWe PWRS (12 000 MWe),

and two contain 4 x 1500-MWe LGRS (12 000 MWe), we derive a total of 24 000

MWe. Little is known about these last five locations, but because they were

identified in 1981 in the

completed by 1990.

Somewhat fortuitously

these sites is 36 000 MWe,

1981-85 Plan, it seems likely that they could be

the total that would be added by completion of .

which is very close to the previous estimates for

the 1986-90 period. (See IV.A.3.b.)

c. Overall Projection to 2000

0 For the three Five-Year periods up to 1985, the installed capacity has

approximately doubled in each successive period. This assessment is

based upon adding the capacities of individual specific reactors as

they have been, or are projected to be, brought on line. For the

three periods, the added capacities are 3 760, 9 200, and 18 440 MWe.

● For the 1986-90 period, the increase in size of installed reactors

indicates a doubling of installed capacity even if the number of reac-

tors does not increase. This would indicate an additional 35 000 to

40 000 MWe in this period. This period would probably see the substi-

tution of PWRS for LGRs for economic reasons. Further support for

this figure is given by an estimate of 36 000 MWe, which would be

installed if sites named in 1981 each possessed four reactors (princi-

pally PWRS) by 1990.
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● In 1990 the Atommash plant will be producing VVER-1OOO units at a

.

.

five-year rate of

not be built after

constructed (again

● At the above rate,

Period

35 000 to 40 000 MWe. We postulate that LGRs may

1990 (at least in quantity) and LMFBRs will not be

in quantity) until 2000.

building and total capacities will be

Added Final Capacity
(MWe) (MWe)

1971-75 3760 5235

1976-80 9200 14435

1981-85 18440 32875

1986-90 35-40000 68-73000

1990-95 35-40000 103-113000

1996-2000 35-40000 138-153000

These projections are lower than, but consistent with, the probably optimistic

official projections (IV.A.3.a.). They give a nuclear kW/capita value (based

on present population of 264 million) of”O.52 to 0.58 in 2000.

● Beyond 2000 the introduction of the LMFBR makes projections very

uncertain.

B. Bulaaria

1. Energy Overview and Nuclear Policy. Bulgaria is energy poor and in-

digenous sources supply only about one-quarter of its total needs. Essen-

tially all oil and gas (over 50% of total 1977 use) is imported, as is about

half of the coal and some electricity. 10 (Romanian and Bulgarian electri-

city networks are linked.) Because of this a very strong commitment has been

made to nuclear power, which is intended to generate about one-third of Bul-
11

garia’s electricity (17-18 billion kWh/year) by 1985.

There is no indigenous reactor manufacturing capability, and all existing

and projected reactors of the PWR type are to be manufactured in the USSR, or

possibly in Czechoslovakia.

2. Operating Reactors and Construction to 1985. All present and cur-

rently projected reactors are or will be located at a single site, Kozlodui,

situated on the Danube in northeast Bulgaria on the Bulgaria-Romania border.
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The first four reactors are all VVER-440 types, the first two of which

commenced operating in late 1974 and 1975. The two remaining reactors have

been delayed about three years and should be on line in 1981 and 1982. Con-

struction of a fifth reactor, a VVER 1000, has started, with a stated operat-

ing date of 1984, but in view of past delays 1987 appears more likely. All

five reactors would have to be in operation to achieve the “one-third nuclear

electricity” target stated for 1985.

3. Projected Capacity to 2000. Although there are no specific state-

ments of Bulgarian intent beyond the fifth Kozlodui reactor, the nuclear pro-

gram probably will follow the broad Comecon aim of nuclear power for one-half

of all electricity generation by 2000. Provided Kozlodui can accommodate

additional reactors or another site is developed, it seems reasonable that at

least two additional 1OOO-MW units could be brought on-line in the 1990s.

In terms of Five-Year-Plan periods this would give the following projec-

tion (nominal power levels throughout).

Added
Period (MWe)

1971-75 440

1976-80 440

1981-85 880

1986-90 1000

1991-95 1000

1996-2000 1000

Final Capacity
(MWe)

440

880

1760

2760

3760

4760

Based on the present population of 8.9 million, this gives a nuclear kW/capita

of 0.53 in the year 2000, which is close to the USSR’s 0.58.

C. Czechoslovakia

1. Energy Overview and Nuclear Policy. Czechoslovakia has substantial

indigenous supplies of coal that provide about two-thirds of its total energy

needs (1977). The remaining third is almost all imported, principally as oil
10

and gas with small quantities of electricity. Thus there are strong
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incentives for alternative sources, and the intention is to obtain one-third
12 13

of its electricity from nuclear plants by 1990 and 50% by 2000.

Czechoslovakia (together with East Germany) is far more industrialized

than the other Eastern European states and has a uniquely important role in

the nuclear activities of the Soviet Bloc. By mutual agreement within

Comecon, Czechoslovakia has specialized in the production of reactors for the

entire Soviet Bloc as”well as for export and possesses the only such capabil-

ity outside the USSR. The reactors are VVER-440 PWRS and their manufacture

has been, or is being, transferred from the USSR, which will concentrate on

manufacture of the 1000-MWe VVER-1OOO reactor at its Atommash plant (see Sec-

tion IV.A.3.b.).

2. Nuclear Activities in Czechoslovakia. More than any other Soviet

Bloc country, except the USSR, Czechoslovakia has a long and many-faceted

involvement in the nuclear power field (see Appendix for details).

An independent or semi-independent nuclear power program was initiated in

the late ’50s by starting construction of a national uranium-fueled, heavy-

water moderated reactor. There was some” USSR involvement in the design but

also a significant Czech component, as well as indications of “the use of

Czechoslovakia’s own uranium and heavy water.” Although the picture is

clouded, there is clear evidence of Czech aggressiveness and independent atti-

tude. This reactor project has a chequered history. The protracted 15-year

construction period probably reflects the USSR’s reservations about such an

independent effort -- after her embarrassing experience, and subsequent

falling-out, with China. This reactor was also the

killed two persons. Although still operating, there

of the system, and there is now complete commitment

systems.

scene of an accident that

is no further development

to the USSR VVER reactor

As indicated, there is a major Comecon reactor manufacturing effort,

principally at the SKODA works at Plzen but with additional component manufac-

ture elsewhere. The capacity is significant (see below) and may reach four to

five per year for the 400-MWe system currently manufactured (for Comecon use

and probably also for export). Extension of the plant to manufacture 1000-MWe

VVER units is conjectural but logical. Other Comecon nations and Yugoslavia

provide direct financial support of this operation. In addition, component

manufacture contributes to the fast-breeder program.
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Uranium mining in Czechoslovakia predates World War II and continues but,

like all such activities in the Soviet Bloc, under strong USSR control.

Nevertheless, even here there are indications of increased Czech involvement.

A further indicator of development is a report of construction of a reprocess-

ing plant in conjunction with East Germany, but the lack of detail obscures

how firm the plans actually are.

The joint construction, together with the USSR, Poland, and Hungary, of a

nuclear plant at Khmelnitsky in the Ukraine has already been discussed (see

USSR) with repayment of construction costs to nations other than the USSR in

the form of imported electricity.

Finally, the only recent (1979) mention of construction of process-

heat reactors for Soviet Bloc
14

industrial use is at four sites in Czechos-

lovakia. These could be low-temperature light-water reactors as intended in

the USSR (see IV.A.) but may be high-temperature gas-cooled units.

3. Operating Reactors and Construction to 1985. The only operating

reactors are located at one site, Jaslovsk Bohunice (also known as Bohunice):

the 104-MWe heavy-water reactor (start-up 1972) discussed earlier and two

VVER-440 units started up in 1978 and 1980.

Two additional VVER-440 units are under construction at Bohunice with

scheduled start-up in 1982 and 1983. Four VVER-440 units are under construc-

tion at Dukovany with scheduled start-ups in 1983, two in 1984, and 1985.

Further, a VVER-1OOO is scheduled for start-up in 1985 in Malovice (Southern

Bohemia). Bearing in mind (1) the always-optimistic tone of official pro-

nouncements and (2) the delay experienced by the first Bohunice VVER-440

units, it is prudent to assume that all the units under construction will be

delayed one to two years. Thus, up to and including 1985, we assume the com-

pletion of two additional units at Bohunice (perhaps in 1984 and ’85) and two

at Dukovany (1984 and ‘85). The remaining Dukovany units (2 x 440 MWe) and

the Malovice VVER 1000 would be delayed

In terms of five-year periods this

Added
Period (MWe)

1971-75 104

1976-80 880

beyond 1985 (see below).

would give

Fina~M;;~acity

104

984

20
1981-85 1760 2744



This is consistent with, but somewhat smaller than, the official projection of

3500 MWe by 1985.15

4. Construction beyond 1985. In the 1986-90 period the two delayed

VVER-440 units at Dukovany and the VVER-1OOO unit at Malovice (see above)

should be completed.

At an additional site, Leviece (or Levice) in southern Slovakia, two

VVER-440 units are scheduled to start up in 1987 and 1988. Eventually this

site should contain four VVER 440s. Another named site is Mohovce (Slovakia)

but with no indication of intended capacity or start-up dates.

In addition, locations have been mentioned in South Bohemia, Central

Bohemia, South Moravia, and Central Slovakia but no specific locations,

capacities, or start-up dates are given. We assume, without certainty, that

the Central Slovakia site is Mohovce and South Bohemia is Malovice.

For the 1986-90 period we may safely assume the completion of Dukovany (2

x 440), the first 1000-MWe unit at Malovice, and the first two units (2 x 440)

at Leviece. This gives 2760 MWe installed

MWe by 1990. Possibly the Leviece site ”col

the installation of two additional VVER

Malovice (if we assume a minimum site capac

roughly to 4 x 440 MWe as elsewhere). This

in this period for a total of 5504

ld be completed in this period by

440s and a second VVER 1000 at

ty of about 2000 MWe corresponding

would give a total by 1990 of 7384

MWe. Either of these figures is well short of the official projection of

10 000 MWe by 1990.16

We may reasonably assume that all construction currently identified in

South Bohemia (Malovice?), Central Bohemia, South Moravia, and Central

Slovakia (Mohovce?) will be completed. If these are post-1990, then it is

reasonable to assume they will contain VVER 1000s (not VVER 440s) and each

site will contain at least two reactors. This may be a conservative conjec-

ture because the sites could contain four such reactors, as in the USSR. In

addition there may be additional sites not yet identified.

Considering only the identified sites, their completion would give the

following capacities (on the above assumptions).
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Total Site
Capacity

._@@___

Bohunice (1 x 104, 4 x 440) 1864

Dukovany (4 x 440) 1760

Leviece (4 x 440) 1760

Malovice (South Bohemia)(2 or 4 x 1000) 2000 or 4000—
Central Bohemia (2 or 4 x 1~0) 2000 or 4000— —
South Moravia (2 or 4 x 1000) 2000 or 4000— —
Mohavce (Central Slovakia)(2 or 4x 1000) 2000 or 4000— — ——

Total 13384 or 21384

Because the USSR has an abundance of major rivers that provide sufficient

cooling water for large reactor stations, and Czechoslovakia does not, the

lower of the two projections (corresponding to 2000 MWe per station) is more

probable.

Regarding timing, completion by 1995.of reactor sites named in 1981 seems

reasonable, particularly if each site has a capacity of only 2000 MWe.

In summary then, the construction at identified sites would indicate a

total capacity of 5504 to 7384 MWe (a mean of 6444 MWe) by 1990 and 13 384 by

1995.

5. Projected Capacity to 2000. Taking the data of the two previous

sections and the average, 3700 MWe, of the two estimates (2760 and 4640 MWe)

of the installed capacity in the 1986-90 period, we can derive a projection up

to 1995. This summary, given below, also includes the capacity installed in

the last Five-Year Plan by taking the difference of the total capacities in

1990 and 1995.

Capacity/Period Final Capacity
Period (MWe ) (MWe )

1971-75 104 104

1976-80 880 984

.

1981-85 1760 2744

1986-90 3700 6444

1991-95 6940 13384
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It is interesting to note that, apart from the very beginning, we esti-

mate that the pattern is identical to that of the USSR, with an approximate

doubling of the installed capacity in each successive five-year interval. As

with the USSR, this results partly from an increase in the individual reactor

size from 440 to 1000 MWe.

In the case of the USSR,

approximately constant after

postulate the same trend in

we argue that the rate of

985 (at least up to 2000).

Czechoslovakia but delayed

because of the later start. In both cases the trend is due partially to the

nstallation will be

It is tempting to

five years to 1990

maturity of the manufacturing plants at Volgodonsk and Plzen.

Making this assumption and rounding off the figures after 1985 gives the

following best estimate.

Period

1971-75

1976-80

1981-85

1986-90

1991-95

1996-2000

Capacity/Period
(MWe )

104

880

1760

3700

7000

7000

Final Capacitya
(MWe)

104

984

2744

6500

13500

20500

‘Rounded off after 1985.

A final point of interest is that this gives a nuclear kilowatt per cap-

ita (based on the present population of 15.2 million) of 1.35, which is more

than twice that of the USSR. This is not unreasonable considering the greater

urbanization of Czechoslovakia and the fact that it

sources of energy than the USSR.

D. German Democratic Republic (GDR)

1. Energy Overview and Nuclear Policy. The GDR

tively fortunate position as Czechoslovakia in that it

has fewer alternative

is in the same rela-

produces about 70% of

the energy it consumes. The indigenous energy is overwhelmingly in the form

of lignite (the GDR is one of the world’s greatest producers, over 250 million
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tons/year), and the 30% imported energy is almost entirely oil and gas. The

GDR has gas reserves (supplying about half of total use) but no oil produc-

tion~”

In terms of primary production of electricity, nuclear reactors are much

more significant than hydroelectricity (4 to 1 in total electricity generated

in 1977), but the nuclear power program has a surprisingly low profile con-

sidering the GDR’s import level of energy and its high industrial and techni-

cal capability. Apart from a first, quite small reactor, all systems are of

the VVER type manufactured either in the USSR or, in the future, in Czechos-

lovakia, and official projections of the level of nuclear power are muted or

absent.

Therefore the nuclear policy is not clearly expressed, but as part of

Comecon, can be expected to follow the general Comecon trend toward more
17

nuclear units to counter pressing energy problems.

2. Operating Reactors and Construction. The first GDR venture was a

small 70-MWe PWR built jointly by the GDR and the USSR at Rheinsburg

(Greifswald in the Granesee region). Although intended for operation in 1960,

it was completed only in 1966.

All reactors now in operation or projected are of the VVER type. The

only operating reactors (apart from Rheinsburg) are three VVER 440s in the

Nerd plant at Lubmin (also near Greifswald). These reactors came on line in

1973, 1975, and 1978 and were completed expeditiously, either being almost on

line or even ahead of schedule. The excellent construction record for these

reactors is slipping as a fourth Nerd reactor (also a VVER-440), originally

scheduled for 1978, probably will be completed in 1981.

This slippage is also evident at the second major site at Magdeburg where

two VVER-440S scheduled for completion in 1980 are still incomplete. A more

likely date is perhaps 1984 in view of the delay of the fourth Nerd unit and
18

some recent (1981) indications of delays in the GDR program. This report

not only indicates delays (for undetermined reasons) but also mentions the

specific delay of a VVER-1OOO unit beyond the original date of 1985 at

Stendal. The Stendal location and the increased reactor size have not been

mentioned elsewhere, and it seems unlikely that the 1985 start-up date is

correct.
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Ignoring the small unit at Rheinsburg, the present capacity (in 1981) is

1320 MWe, 880 of which was installed in the 1971-75 period and 440 MWe in

1976-80.

3. Projection to 2000. In considering projections we have very little

information beyond that in the previous section. We may reasonably infer that

the Magdeburg site eventually will contain four VVER 440s, the additional two

being completed in the 1986-90 period. We may also assume that the Stendal

site will, at some time, be brought into operation and that it will contain

two VVER 1000s to give a capacity roughly equal to that of Lubmin and Magde-

burg (4 x 440 MWe). One of the Stendal units could be completed in 1986-90

but completion of two seems unlikely.

This would give

1981-85 -- -Nerd 2.2 (No. 4) in 1981 plus Madgeburg 1 and 2 (1984)

for a total of 3 x 440 (1320 MWe)

1986-90 -- Magdeburg 3 and 4 plus Stendal 1 for a total of 1880

MWe.

Beyond 1990 we can reasonably assume a somewhat expanded program, but

~ast ~erformance of the GDR does not indicate a massive ex~ansion.

Taking these arguments into account,

capacity.

Capacity/Period
Period (MWe)

197’1-75 880

1976-80 440

1981-85 1320

1986-90 1880

1991-95 3000

1996-2000 3000

we project the following nuclear

Final Capacity
(MWe)

880

1320

2640

4520

7500

10500

The speculative nature of the projection, particularly beyond 1990, is

obvious. Some minor reassurance regarding the 2000 figure of about 10 000 MWe

can be gained by noting that the nuclear capacity per capita based on the

present population of 16.8 million is 0.62, which is about the same as in the
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USSR. This, if correct, would indicate that, although the GDR is roughly com-

parable to Czechoslovakia in both energy supply and industrial capability, the

GDR has a more conservative approach to nuclear power.

E. Hungary

1. Energy Overview and Nuclear Policy. Hungary has significant indige-

nous supplies of lignite and gas but is still forced (in 1977) to import

almost half its energy. About 40% of the energy use is from oil, essentially

all of which has to be imported, together with lesser quantities of hard coal,
10

gas, and electricity. There is some indigenous uranium mined under USSR

control.

There is an ambitious nuclear electricity program even though the first

reactor has not yet been commissioned. The intent is to have 10 000 to 12 000

MWe, all from VVER 440s or VVER 1000s, by the year 2000,
19

which represents

more than 50% of the total installed capacity.

Together with the USSR, Poland, and Czechoslovakia, Hungary is contrib-

uting financially (12.5%) to the construction of the 4000-MWe Khmelnitsky

plant in the Ukraine. The contribution will be repaid as imported electricity

in the period 1984 to 2003, after which the plant will be entirely owned by

the USSR (see Section IV.A.2 USSR).

2. Reactors under Construction. The only identified site is Paks situ-

ated on the Danube south of Budapest. This site is intended to contain four

VVER-440 units initially and later an additional three VVER-1OOO reactors for

a total capacity of 4760 MWe. For comparison, the total Hungarian capacity

(all non-nuclear) in 1979was 4100 MWe.’g

Although the first two plants (VVER 440s) were intended for completion in

1980, they are now projected for 1982 and ’83; and units 3 and 4 (also 440

MWe) that were planned for 1984 and ’85 would seem more likely to be completed

by 1986 or ’87 at the earliest. The first VVER-440 unit was also the first

reactor to be completed in Czechoslovakia.

It has been stated that the three VVER-1OOO reactors

USSR) would be completed in the 1987-90 period, but this

view of the other construction delays at Paks.

(presumably from the

seems improbable in

.
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3. Projection to 2000. As indicated above, Paks 1 and 2 (2 x 440 MWe)

should be completed before 1985, and 3 and 4 (2 x 440 MWe) before 1990. One

of the three 1OOO-MW units probably could be completed by 1990 and the remain-

. ing two by 1995. This exhausts the identified reactors but it is unlikely

that additional reactors will be constructed by 2000. We assume that all of

. the additional units will be 1000 MWe and that four to six of these will be in

operation by 2000.

A summary of the projections is as follows.

Capacity
Installed in Period Final Capacity

Period (MWe) (MWe)

1981-85 (2 x 440) 880 880

1986-90 (2 x 440, 1 x 1000) 1880 2760

1991-95 (3 x 1000) 3000 5760

1996-2000 (3 -5 x 1000) 3000-5000 8760-10760

This projection is only slightly lower than the official statement of

10 000 to 12 000 MWe and gives the high value of 0.82 to 1.01 nuclear kilowatt

per capita for Hungary, based on the present population of 10.7 million.

F. Poland

1. Energy Overview and Nuclear Policy. Poland is the only country in

the Soviet Bloc, other than the USSR, that has a net surplus of energy. This

arises because of its high coal production (mostly hard coal) allowing exports

of about 40 million tons in 1977. Poland also produces most of the gas it

uses, but essentially no oil. Because of this favorable energy balance there

seems to be little sense of urgency, despite official statements, about major
20. use of nuclear power for electricity and heat production by 2000. The

entire program is based upon VVER reactors but none are yet in operation, so

that Poland will be the last Comecon country to enter the nuclear energy field.

Together with the USSR, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia, Poland is funding

(25%) the Khmelnitsky nuclear plant in the Ukraine and will receive a propor-

tional share of its output between 1984 and 2003 (see USSR section IV.A.2).
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2. Reactors under Construction. Only two sites have been identified,

Zarnowiec Lake near Gdansk on the Baltic coast, and Kujawy in central Poland.

At Zarnowiec there are two VVER-440 reactors under construction and these
20

may be connected with a pumped storage scheme of 680-MWe capacity. The

construction picture is muddled, with initial start-up dates given as 1983,

1985, 1986, and 1987 as well as statements that “construction will begin this

year” (1981) (see Appendix). Completion in 1987-88 seems reasonable, particu-

larly since official criticism of the slow tempo has now appeared.
21

The Kujawy site reactor is of unknown capacity and will be built “after

1985.”

3. Projection to 2000. Early statements (1976) mentioned 13% of elec-

tricity generation being nuclear by 1990 and 40% by 2000. 20 Later state-

ments (1977) projected 8500 MWe of nuclear capacity by 1990, and very recently

(January 1981) a target of 20 000 to 23 000 MWe by 2000 was given.22 These

projections seem excessively optimistic even ignoring Poland’s grave economic

and social problems because Poland has such a late start in the nuclear field.

We may reasonably assume Zarnowiec will be completed with four VVER 440s,

the first two in 1987-88 (2 x 440), and the second two in the period 1990-95.

If we assume that Kujawy will be post-1990, then it is reasonable to postulate

that these will be VVER-1OOO units and probably two will be built on the site.

These could also be completed in the 1990-95 period (2 x 440 plus 2 x 1000,

total 2880 MWe). The next Five-Year Period could also see the construction of

four reactors, at two undesignated sites, all of which would probably be

1000-MWe units.

The projection to 2000 is therefore as follows:

Constructed Final Capacity
in Period Period

Period (MWe ) (MWe)

1986-90 (2 x 440) 880 880

1991-95 (2 x 440, 1 x 1000) 2880 3760

1996-2000 (4 x 1000) 4000 7760

.

.

This is far short of the official figure of about 20 000 MWe and, on the

basis of the 1977 population of 35.4 million, would give a nuclear capacity

I
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. .

per capita of only 0.22 kW in the year 2000. This situation is comparable to

that of Romania (see below), which also has major indigenous energy sources.

G. Romania

1. Energy Overview and Nuclear Policy. Romania’s energy policy is

strongly influenced by (1) her large indigenous sources of oil and gas, (2)

her highly independent* attitute toward Comecon and the USSR, and (3) to dif-

ficulties with hard currency and trade with the West.

Romania produces over 9CM of the energy consumed and, most importantly,

until 1975 was self-sufficient in both oil and gas, needing only to import

coal. Since 1975 these happy circumstances have deteriorated slightly,10

and there seems little doubt that the decrease in oil and gas production will

accelerate, thus creating significant problems. These problems are probably

not helped by the somewhat antagonistic relations with the USSR and the rest

of Comecon, which came to a head when Romania took China’s side in the Sino-

Soviet dispute that started when Kruschev was in power. 23

Although one VVER-440 reactor is under construction (at Olt, near Bucha-

rest), this is apparently the only such unit that will be built and Romania

has ambitious plans for the construction of as many as 12 to 16 natural-uran-

ium heavy-water reactors by 2000. Negotiations have been principally with

Canada, and one 600-MWe CANDU reactor is under construction. These difficult

and prolonged negotiations result from two major problems: first, the lack of

hard currency necessitates barter arrangements; and second, Romania is aiming

at technology transfer (to build up its own manufacturing capability) that is

much more demanding than Western organizations find reasonable. As a result,

although the Romanian Government would like a strong nuclear program, its pay-

ment problems and strong demands raise great doubts about the outcome (see

Appendix for details).

2. Reactors under Construction. The VVER-440 reactor at Olt oriainallv

was scheduled for start-up in 1980 but is now projected for

*In the past year there have been indications that Romania’s
in oil and gas is ending and, like other Soviet Bloc members,
dependent upon USSR energy sources.

. .

1983. The only

self-sufficiency
she is becoming
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CANDUreactor under construction is at Cernavoda in the lower reaches of the

Danube not far from the Black Sea. This 600-MWe reactor is scheduled for

start-up in 1987. No other sites are identified and there are no specific

plans for additional reactors at these two sites.

3. Projection to 2000. The above construction will give 440 MWe by

1985, and a further 600 MWe by 1990. Additional reactors before 1990 are

unlikely and construction after this period would seem to depend entirely upon

resolution of the trade problems with Canada or other countries. The pressure

for Romania to introduce nuclear power will increase as time progresses, and

this certainly will lead to less stringent bargaining. We assume that events

will move much more slowly than originally

twelve reactors will be built by 2000.

The projected capacity is as follows.

Capacity

planned, and that only six of the

Installed in Period Final Capacity
Period (MWe) (MWe)

1981-85 (1 x,440) 440 440

1986-90 (1 X 600) 600 1040

1991-95 (2 X 600) 1200 2240

1996-2000 (3 X 600) 1800 4040

On the basis of the 1977 population of 22.1 million, this

capacity per capita of only 0.18 kW in the year 2000, compared

v. SUMMARY OF SOVIET BLOC PROJECTIONS TO 2000

gives a nuclear

to USSR’s 0.58.

The projections obtained for the individual countries are summarized

Table V. The data have

electric capacity (GW or

period.

The contribution of

20% of the total in the

been rounded off and are

100 MWe) installed by the

the countries other than

early years to about 30%

presented as gigawatts

in

of

end of the given five-year

the USSR rises from about

in 2000. This change re-

flects the effect of the later starts in nuclear energy in several of the

satellite countries.
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TABLE V

TOTAL PROJECTED CAPACITY (GM) INSTALLED IN

FIVE-YEAR PERIODS TO YEAR 2000

Five-Year Period
1971 1976 1981 1986 1991 1996

Country -75 -80 -85 -90 -95 -2000

Bulgaria 0.4 0.9 1.8 2.8 3.8 4.8

Czechoslovakia 0.1 1.0 2.7 6.5 13.5 20.5

GDR 0.9 1.3 2.6 4.5 7.5 10.5

Hungary -- -. 0.9 2.8 5.8 9.8

Poland -- -- -- 0.9 3.8 7.8

Romania 0.4 1.0 2.2 4.0

Total other

than USSR 1.4 3.2 8.4 18.5 36.6 57.4

USSR 5.2 14.4 32.9 68-73 103-113 138-153

Grand Total 6.6 17.6 41.3 87-92 140-150 195-210

As noted earlier, the installed nuclear capacity per capita (kW/capita)

in the year 2000 ranges from a low of about 0.2 for the latecomers, Poland and

Romania, to about 1.3 for Czechoslovakia. Hungary is also high (0.9), whereas

the others (USSR, Bulgaria, GDR) are about 0.5. These differences reflect

both the availability (or lack) of indigenous energy supplies and specific

national attitudes and policies.

The accuracy of the projections is very difficult to assess but is cer-

tainly worse than indicated by the ranges given for the later years. Two
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important points are (1) these projections are likely to be conservative for

the later years and (2) the actual contribution of nuclear energy will prob-

ably be higher than indicated. For electricity generation we have postulated

the phasing-out of USSR LGRs as PWR-manufacturing capability increases; this

may not be the USSR’s choice. Additionally, we have ignored (as small) the

LMFBR contribution. This latter assumption is reasonable, but the former one

(on LGRs) may not be.

Finally, the nuclear contribution to the Soviet Bloc economies is not

solely electricity generation but also heat. This will include the “waste”

heat from electricity generation, which, if used, approximately doubles the

total energy supplied. It seems probable that some, but by no means all, of

the nuclear electric stations will be used in this way. In addition, there

will be major contributions to space heating cities by reactors specifically

built for this purpose and these are not considered here.

Overall, the inescapable conclusion is a major commitment by the Soviet

Bloc to the widespread use of nuclear enez-qy uhenever and in ohutever form is

advantageous. It is not viewed as an energy form that must be used reluc-

tantly but as a well-proven boon that can be used to replace more expensive

and depleting energy from other sources. The 21st century should see an even

wider and larger use of nuclear power in the Soviet Bloc with continued sub-

stitution of nuclear energy for other forms of electricity generation, greater

overall use of electricity, nuclear space heating, pumped-storage, and com-

bined nuclear and non-nuclear plants, and probably hydrogen generation

nuclear means.
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APPENDIX

DETAILS OF SOVIET BLOC NUCLEAR POWER

This appendix contains brief statements of essentially all the specific

facts used to construct the text of this report. Most frequently a particular

piece of information will be given as a very brief news item and the overall

perspective must be obtained by accumulating this kind of information. This

means that information is usually fragmentary, sometimes contradictory, and

often should be treated with a certain reserve.

For convenience, the references for each country are given at the end of

each section. For concise summaries of much of the information available, the

“World List of Nuclear Power Plants,” published each six months in Nuclear

News, and the detailed publication of “Power Reactors (General Information,

Technical Data, Progress Schedules)” published by

national are invaluable.

I. USSR

A. Reactor Types and Location

This section is devoted to reactors that are

tion, or planned for electrical or heat production.

The stations are discussed in order of first

Nuclear Engineering Inter-

operating, under construc-

operation or announcement.

These dates are not always completely clear and the order is therefore only

approximate. Incomplete lists of reactors are given in Refs. 1 and 2. The

code number sometimes given in the text (for example 009 SU G) is the identi-

fication number of a reactor given in Ref. 2.

Where possible, the latitude and longitude of each station is given; the

usual convention of, for example, (57° 22’ N, 94° 20’ E) will be replaced

by the abbreviation 57.22, 94.20 where the “N” and “E” are implied.

Each station will be given a letter designation (Troitsk = T) and each

reactor a number; thus T3 would be the third Troitsk reactor.

.

.
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1. Troitsk (T) (54.08, 61.33)

This station is identified as being in Siberia and is presumably the

Troitsk located near Sverdlovsk.

There are six reactors identified as light-water-cooled graphite reactors

(LGR)(O09 SU G). The first start-up was December 1958 (hereafter given as

12/58) but dates between this and 1964 are also given.
1,2

Each reactor generates only 100 MWe and they, like the British reactors,

presumably were constructed for joint plutonium (weapons) production and elec-

tricity generation.

2. Beloyarsk (B) (56.47, 61.28)

This site is in the Sverdlovsk region and its first two reactors are only

100 MWe and 200 MWe (036 SU G; 071 SU G). They are both LGRs, as are those at

Troitsk, and started up in April 1964 and October 1967.

This is also the site of a 600-MWe fast-breeder reactor that started up

in the first quarter of 19803-5 (184 SU F), and it is thus one of the devel-

opment stations for this type of reactor. It is a pool-type sodium-coolea
6

reactor.

3. Novovoronezh (N) (51.40, 39.13)

This site is located in the Voronezh region. Its principal role has been

as the development site for the Soviet PWR. Five PWRS of progressively larger
1,2,7,8

size are in operation.

Reactor NEI Capacity Start-up
Designation Code (MWe) Date

N1 043 Su P 210 10/64

N2 085 SU P 365 12/69

N3a 104 Su P 440 6/72

N4a 104SU P 440 4/73

N5b 186 Su P 1000 1980C

aPresumably prototypes of the now-standard VVER 440.

bPresumable the prototype of the standard VVER 1000.

cStart-up date unclear.3
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It is interesting to note that the choice of the 1000-MWe size, which is

less than that used in the West, may have been dictated by transport consider-
9

ations.

A point of great interest is that one of the nuclear stations for dis-
5

trict heating is being constructed at this site. No

pletion date are given, and it is presumably a new

designed for this purpose--possibly a proJect adapting an

size, type, nor com-

reactor specifically

existing reactor.

4. Kola (K) (68.53, 33.01)

This site is at Kola near Murmansk. Little is known about the site, but

there are reportedly four standard VVER-440 PWR reactors. 1’2 K1 and K2 (134

SU P) started up in October 1973 and December 1974 and K3 and K4 (577 SU P)

apparently in 1980. This was the first major deployment of PWR systems.

5. Bilibina (BI) (68.08, 166.35)

This site is located in the extreme northeast in the town of Bilibino in

Chukotka above the Arctic Circle.
10

The station consists of four 12-MWe

boiling-water reactors (BWR) (144 SU B), but it is not clear if these are also

water-moderated or graphite moaerated. It seems more probable that they are

the former. These reactors were designed for remote locations and supply both

heat and electricity, including heat for food growing. The town of Bilibino

has a population of 100 000 with winter temperatures below -60°C. The reac-

tors possibly may supply all of the heat and electricity for this community.

Operation commenced in 1974.

6. Leningrad (L) (59.55, 30.25)

The Leningrad station represents the first deployment near a major city

in the industrialized portion of the USSR and the first deployment of graph-

ite-moderated reactors for electricity generation. There are four 1000-MWe

reactors, all of which are water-cooled graphite systems, where the water

boils in the coolant channels.
1,2

The Russian designation of these reac-

tors, RBMK, stands for “large-capacity boiling-water reactor.”

The first three of these3r~;c~;rs suffered delays of perhaps one to two

years from the original dates ‘ ‘ but are now operating effectively. The

fuel is enriched from 1.1 to 1.8%, presumably for power-flattening in the

core.
2

Core loading is 30 tons.
13
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Reactor NEI Capacity Start-up
Designation Code (MWe) Date

L]a 187 SUG 1000

L2a 213 SUG 1000

L3b 585 SUG 1000

L4C 585 SUG 1000

aRefs. 1 and 2.
bRefs. 11 and 12. .
cDue for commission
in 1981.”

1974

1975

2/80

1981

ng in 1980 but de”ayed; probably start-up

7. Kursk (KU) (51.45, 36.14)

Kurskl ~ intended to have four 1000-MWe LGRs of the same type as at

Leningrad. ‘ This will be the center of a new industrial complex that will

be exploiting the mineral resources in the Kursk Magnetic Anomaly.* An arti-

ficial lake has been constructed along the River Seym to provide cooling
7

water.

Unit KU 1 (188 SU G) started in’ ’761 and KU 2 (214 SU G) in ‘79:4

Both units were appreciably delayed.
3,14

The th:

tion but also is delayed and may start up in ‘8”

under construction and is intended for start-up

Five-year plan,15~16

Construction time for KU 1 was six years but

rd unit is under construc-
5
. The fourth unit may be

during the current 1981-85

KU 2 only took three years

because of special methods used.
14

8. Armenia (A) (41.00, 44.00)

This site is not precisely located but is in the Ararat

border with Turkey and Iran. It has been reported as being

at Oktembryan,
2

or near Erevan.
7

It has two standard VVER-440 PWR units: Al (189 SU P) was

Valley near the
11

at Metsamor,

commissioned in
,9761,2 11,17’

and A2 (189 SU P) in early ’80. Initial]y7 it was reported

that an earthquake-resistant 1000-MWe graphite-moderated reactor would be

built, but this was replaced by the PWR units.

There are no apparent plans to add to the reactors at this site.

*So named because of the disturbing effects on compass needles from the con-
centration of iron ore.
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9. Chernobyl (C) (51.16, 30.15)

This station is located in the northernmost portion of the Ukraine north

of Kiev. It is probably located on the Pripet river, which is a tributary of

the Dnieper river.

There are two operating reactors, a third under construction and a fourth

projected. Cl and C2 are 1000-MWe LGRs of the Leningrad type 1’2 (549 SU G),

which were commissioned in ’78 and ‘79.1 C3 and C4 are also 1000 MWe and

reported in Ref. 1 as PWRS. This appears to be incorrect as they are given as

LGRs elsewhere,
5,18-20

and it seems more probable that a single type would

be installed at a given station. C3 was supposed to be in operation by Decem-
19 18-20

ber 1980, but there are extensive reports of delays and late ’81 is

more probable. The problems are in the normal industrial aspects of construc-

tion and relate to delays in concrete and steel delivery, not to specifically

nuclear items.
.

There is also a problem in providing accommodations, schools,

and stores for workers.

Expansion of the Chernobyl capacity in the 1981-85 Five-Year Plan period
5,15,16

is intended, and this presumably means the completion of the fourth

reactor.

10.

This

near “the

site with

Rovno (R) (50.39, 26.10)

site, also known as West Ukraine, is situated in the Polesye region

new atomic city of Kuznetsk.”
21

It is apparently planned as a PWR

units R1 and R2

(576 SU P) a VVER 1000.1’2

Unit R1 was commiss

“slated for delivery” in

start-upl but was commiss”

more likely to be ’84.

(550 SU P) being

oned in December

‘81~2 Since R1

oned in ’80, the

VVER 440s and a planned unit R3

198022 and a second unit is

was originally planned for ’76

planned date of ’80 for R2 is

The Five-Year Plan for 1981-85 calls for increased capacity at Rovno in

the plan period,
16

and completion of the 1000-MWe unit R3 by ’85 seems feas-

ible.

No additional units have been announced, but because most USSR stations

seem to be aimed at an ultimate capacity of about 4000 MWe, addition of two

more VVER-1OOO PWRS beyond 1985 may be intended.
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11. Nikolayev (NI) (46.57, 32.00)

This site, also known as South Ukraine, is located on the South Bug River

to the northwest of Odessa. The station is intended to contain four VVER-1OOO

PWRS constructed at the new Atommash plant at Volgodonsk (see IV.A.3.b). (NI

1 and 2 (559 SU P), NI 3and 4 (579 SU P)2).

Unit 1 should have been commissioned in ‘80,’ but there were extensive

delays in non-nuclear construction of the plant as well as in apartments,
20,25

schools, and stores for the construction workers. Completion of NI 1

in ’81 or ’82 should be feasible an~~~haps NI 2 by ’85. Expansion of capac-

ity in the 1981-85 Five-Year Plan ‘ probably refers to the completion of

NI 2. Completion of NI 3 and 4 seems more probable beyond ’85, perhaps by ’90.

This station is part of a combined nuclear/hydro/pumped-storage complex

in conjunction with the 1600-MWe Tashlyk hydroelectric station, the Kon-

stantinovskkoje 380-MWe combined hydro/pumped-storage station, and the Alex-

sandrovska hydro complex. Water for drinking and irrigation and warm water
m-i

for fish

12.

The

farming will be supplied.z~

Smolensk (S) (54.49, 32.04)

Smolensk site (about 250 miles east of Moscow) is currently planned

to contain two 1000-MWe LGRs of the Leningrad type (548 SU G).1’2 S1 and S2

were intended for start-up in ’77 and ’78, but extensive delays in construc-

tion of the plant and apartments, etc. for construction workers are report-
ed 20,24

● S1 start-up in ’81 or ’82 seems probable. The Five-Year Plan

calls for expansion at Smolensk in the 1981-85 period,
5,15,16

and this pre-

sumably refers to start-up of S2.

No additional units have been announced, but since most sites seem to be

aimed at

possible.

13.

This

PWRS are

4000-MWe capacity, an additonal two 1000-MWe LGRs beyond 1985 are

Kalinin (KA) (56.49, 35.57)

site is about 100 miles northwest of Moscow. Two 1000-MWe VVER-1OOO
1,2

under construction to be manufactured at the Atommash plant at

Volgodonsk.
24

Units KA1 and KA2 (578 SU P) should have been commissioned in ’78 and ’80

but neither has been completed (as of late 1981). More likely dates are
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‘81/82 and ‘83/84, and the Five-Year Plan calls for increased capacity in the

1981-85 period, 5,15,16 which presumably implies finishing these two units.

Expansion of the site to 4000 MWe by adding two additional VVER-1OOO PWRS

beyond 1985 possibly is planned.

14. Ignalina (I)

This site is located at Lake Drukshai in the Lithuanian Republic.
7,10

It will contain the first of a larger version of the boiling-water, graphite-

moderated reactors (LGRs), perhaps a “sectional-lumped” or modular reactor

(presumably modular cooling) that may be developed to 2400-MWe capacity .24

The Izhursky manufacturing plant at Leningrad is fabricating equipment for the

first unit.
14

This station will provide power for the Baltic Republics

where there is a scarcity of local fuels. 7

The first two units should be commissioned “by the early ‘80s”
14

and

ultimately a four-unit station of 6000 MWe is planned.
10

The 1981-85 Five-

Year Plan calls for commissioning the first sections,
5,15,16

which perhaps

implies units 11 and 12 by 1985 and units 13 and 14 after that.

15. Balakovo (6A) (52.04, 47.46)

This site is located in the Volga northeast of Saratov. A 2000-MWe

capacity is planned, presumably two 1000-MWe reactors, but there is no indica-

tion of the reactor type. Pumped storage is planned as the site will contain

“a dam, hydroaccumulator, and nuclear unit.”
19

Both units are under con-
19

struction, and the Five-Year Plan calls for commissioning, probably of

both units, in the 1981-85 period.
15,16

16. Khmelnitsky (KH) (49.25, 26.59)

This site is located in the Western Ukraine and is jointly financed by

the USSR (50%), Poland (25%), and Hungary and Czechoslovakia (25% together).

Its 4000-MWe capacity is intended to be shared by the contributors in

proportion to their investment. Supposedly complete by 1984, the station

would be entirely USSR-owned after 2003 when the other countries would receive

power on a normal commercial basis.26

There is no indication of the reactor type but, assuming four 1000-MWe

reactors, it is difficult to see that they could be PWRS with the projected

start-up date of 1984. Therefore they are probably LGRs of the Leningrad type.
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The Five-Year Plan calls for commissioning capacity in the 1981-85 period

but does not mention completion of the station. 5,15,16 A more reasonable

schedule would give 2000 MWe by 1985 and a further 2000 MWe by perhaps 1990.

17. “KhmelnitskY II” (KHII)

A second jointly-financed station of unknown size, location, or comple-.
tion date is planned.

26

18. Zaporozhe (Z) (47.50, 35.10)

This plant is located in the Southern Ukraine on the Dneiper River.

Construction is to be expanded in the 1981-85 period 16 (presumably the

Zaporozhyegn Tsimlyansk of Ref. 5).

19. Rostov (RO) (57.11, 39.23)

This is presumably Rostov located about 100 miles north of Moscow not

Rostov-on-Don in thf6Dofiets Basis (47.15, 39.45). It is to be commissioned in

the 1981-85 period.

20. Krvmsk (KR)

The Five-Year plan calls for expanded construction in Krymsk (the Crimea)
16

in the 1981-85 period.

21. Tatar (TA) (55.42, 52.20)

A station is to be constructed near the industrial centers of Nizhnekamsk

and Naberezhniye Chelny in the Tatar Autonomous Republic. 22

22. Odessa (0) [46.30. 30.46)

A reactor system, primarily for district heating, is under construction
here 16,20

. It is described as “probably 1000-MWe equivalent,”5 which

would correspond to about 3500 MW(thermal) and should be commissioned by 1985.

No design details are known.

23. Gorki (G) (57.36, 45.04)

Construction of two 500-MWe reactors for district heating has start-
ed 27

9 but no technical details nor completion date are given.



24. Dimitrovgrad (D) (53.00, 55.00)

A 5-W pilot plant for local heating has been placed in operation at

Dimitrovgrad in the Ulyanov Oblast. It can be disassembled into 20-ton units

for transportation and is intended to “supply power and heat” to remote set-

tlements, such as the far north or east.
28
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II. BULGARIA

A. Reactor Types and Location

ear power plant,” Nucleon”cs Week 21, 13—

All present and currently projected plants are the Soviet VVER-440 PWR

type. All are or will be located at Kozloduy (also Kozlodui), which is situ-

ated on the Danube in the northeast part of the country (on the Bulgaria-

Romania border).
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1. Operating

The nominally 440-MWe Kozloduy 1 and 2 reactors commenced operation in

December 1974 and December 1975 respectively.’ The net output of each is

405 MWe and there are slight differences in design (6 coolant loops in No. 1

vs 3 in No. 2).2 Both reactors were supplied by the USSR (Atomenergo).

2. Under Construction

Kozloduy 3 and 4 are also nominally 440 MWe with anticipated net outputs
2

of 410 MWe. The originally scheduled operating dates were 1978 and 1979,

respectively, but each has been delayed three years, and now they are expected

to be operating in 1981 and 1982.

Construction of a fifth reactor reportedly has begun with a projected

start-up date of 1984.3 This is a 1000-MWe unit and is presumably a Soviet-

supplied PWR. In view of past delays in construction a start-up date of 1987

seems more likely.

B. Other Nuclear Activities

Bulgaria has designed a barge specifically to transport spent fuel from

Kozloduy about 250 miles down the Danube.4 There is no indication whether

the barge is intended to provide complete transportation to the USSR (across

the Black Sea and then possibly by river or canal in the USSR), or whether

there will be transfer to rail or road, presumably in Romania in the lower

reaches of the Danube.
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III. CZECHOSLOVAKIA

.

A. Reactor Types and Location

With the exception of the first reactor constructed, all Czech plants now

in operation and anticipated are of the Soviet VVER PWR type.

1. Operating

The first reactor, which is still operating at Jaslovsk Bohunice

(Bohunice 1A), is 104 MWe, heavy-water moderated, uranium-metal fueled, pres-
1,2

surized-C02-cooled. This reactor was of Czech design and construction

with an unknown degree of Soviet assistance. It started up in December 1972

after about 15 years under construction, which may indicate Soviet reluctance

regarding this independent venture. It has been reported3 that the Czech’s

used “their own heavy water and uranium,” but this seems unlikely as there is

no other report of heavy-water production or fuel-element fabrication in

Czechoslovakia.

This reactor was the scene of a little-publicized accident in January

1976 that killed two persons (the only such power reactor accident world

wide). This appears to have occurred during on-line (at power) refueling.3

This incident appears to have terminated this line of development.

The only other reactors currently operating are two VVER-440 reactors

also at Bohunice. These reactors (2A, 2B) are each 410 MWe and commenced

operation in December 1978 and March 1980.

2. Under Construction

Two additional VVER-440 units (each 413 MWe) are under construction at

Bohunice (3 and 4) and scheduled for start-up in 1982 and ’83. More likely

dates (judged by the delay in No. 2B) are 1984 and 1985.
2,3

Four VVER-440 reactors are also under construction at Dukovany (Nos. 1,

2, 3, and 4) each of 413 MWe. Scheduled start-up dates are 1983, ’84, and
,85 2,3

. An additional two VVER-440 reactors are under construction at

Leviece (Nos. 1 and 2) with scheduled start-up dates of 1987 and ‘88.3

Start-up of a 1000-MWe unit in 1985 has been reported4 at Malovice in

southern Chekhiya (Bohemia).5
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It is not known which, if any, of these plants will be built in Czechos-

lovakia; the first of these latter (for Hungary) was completed in 1980.6

All of the start-up dates given above for Dukovany, Leviece, and Malovice

are likely to be optimistic by one to two years. .

3. Other Reactor Sites and Projected Capacities

In addition to the Bohunice, Dukovany, Leviece, and Malovice sites men-

tioned above, sites have been mentioned at Mochovce (Slovakia)5 and unnamed

locations in south and central Bohemia, south Moravia, and central .SIO-
3

vakia. The central Slovakia site may be Mochovce; the south Bohemia site

is assumed to be Malovice; and the site at Leviece is probably intended to

contain a total of four VVER-440 units.3

The overall capacity that official projections state will be achieved by

1985 is 3500 MWe4 and the planned capacity by 1990 is 10 000 MWe.7

No specific megawatt power goal is given for the year 2000, but a target

of 50% of electricity generated by nuclear means has been quoted.8

B. Reactor Manufacturing

1. Overview

The manufacture of VVER 440s for the Comecon countries, for the Soviet

Union itself, and for export has apparently been taken over by Czechoslovakia,

principally at the SKODA works at Plzen.g The first VVER-440 reactor for

Hungary was completed in 1980,6 and the plant will be making 1000-MWe units

by 1950.8’10 Presumably, as in the USSR, the manufacture of the smaller

units will be reduced or even phased-out as the capability’ for manufacturing

the larger reactors is developed.

2. Component Manufacture

In addition to the manufacture of components and reactor assembly at the

main establishment at Plzen (SKODA works), there is also manufacture of

turbines, electric generators, steam generators, separators, steam heaters,
11,12

valves, piping and other components at Plzen and elsewhere.

In addition to Plzen

Ostrava, SONP Mets’
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Works in Choniutov, and the Slovak Engineering works at Tlmace are in-
11

volved.

3. Capacity

The stated capacity of Plzen varies. It was initially reported (1977 and

’78) that 10 units, each 500 MWe, would be produced annually; 8,11 these pre-

sumably actually would be 10, 440-MWe VVER units. A figure of 4 to 5 VVER-440

units has also been reported (1978),12 and later statements are made of 10

units between 1976-80 (1979),13 and 10 to 13 units during 1981-85 (1980).4

Bearing in mind the over-optimism associated with all plans when first an-

nounced, and perhaps particularly Five-Year Plans, the figure of 10 annually

probably can be discounted completely. The initial manufacturing rate most

likely will lie at the lower end of

5 being achieved perhaps after 1985.

These figures are for VVER-440

1000 units would be expected to exceed half these figures at least after some

experience is gained. A guess would be 1 to 2 annually between 1985-90 and 2

to 4

2 to 2 1/2

units. The

per year, with a rate of 4 to

manufacturing rate for VVER-

annually after 1990.

4. Finances

The Comecon countries and Yugoslavia have supplied approximately 50% of
12

investments to build up Czech nuclear manufacturing capacity. Presum-

this investment is repaid in kind by delivery of reactors and components.

the

ably

It is interesting to note that Czechoslovakia is spending

materials and technology, and that it expects future buyers
14

costs also in hard currency.

5. Fast Breeders

“hard currency” on

to pay part of the

In addition to the PWR effort, Czechoslovakia is also contributing to the

fast-breeder program by the design of a prototype steam generator tested in

the USSR BOR 60 reactor.
8,10

1. Joint Financing of USSR Plant

The USSR, Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia are jointly funding the

construction of a 4000-MWe nuclear plant at Khmelnitsky in the Ukraine. A
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second jointly financed station of similar size is planned.

investment will be by delivery of electricity (in proportion

about 12.5%) from 1984 (completion date) to 2003. After
15

would be wholly owned by the USSR.

2. Process Heat Reactors

Repayment of the

to the investment

2003 the station

Soviet design 500-MW (presumably thermal megawatts) reactors are being

considered for industrial use in Bratislava, Brno, Ostrava, and Prague.
3

This is the only mention of industrial heat reactors in the Soviet Bloc al-

though reactors for district heating are being constructed in the USSR (see

USSR section).

3. Mining and Milling

A uranium-ore processing plant, at least partially under Czechoslovak

control, has been opened in North Bohemia at Strazi pod Ralsken (1979).14

It is “in close cooperation with the Soviet Union” but apparently represents a

partial return of control of Czech ores to national use. Because of the dis-

placement of existing villages and railroads, it is more cost effective to

invest in uranium mining7 rather than coal and lignite.

4. Rem-ocessinu

In 1978 it was stated that there are plans for the “construction of a

reprocessing plant to be built by Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Repub-

lic ?NId Poland.”8 There is no indication of the actual location of the

plant nor by whom, and under what controls, such a plant would be operated.
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THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC (EAST GERMANY)

A. Reactor Types and Location

All reactors are PWRS of USSR design.

The first reactor (Rheinsberg 1, Granesee region) was a 70-MWe reactor
1,2

started up in 1966. There were apparently problems with this first sys-

tem as it was originally intended for operation in 1960.’

There are three other operating reactors all VVER-440 types and all

located at Lubmin (Greitswald region) in the Nerd plant (Nerd 1.1, 1.2, and

2.1). Nerd 1.1 came on line one year earlier than projected initially, Nerd

1.2 was on time, and Nerd 2.1 was delayed perhaps six months. The Nerd 2.2

start-up date has slipped from 1978 to ’81.
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The two VVER-440 units at Magdeburg are not in operation although the

initially quoted start-up was 1980.

Steam separators for Nerd were built in Czechoslovakia.3

A third reactor site at Stendal has been mentioned once and is probably

for longer term development.4 This reference also mentions delays in the
.

nuclear program and that nuclear power will now contribute 12 to 14% of total
.

electricity by 1985. “

B. Other Nuclear Activities

The GDR intends to store

(]977),5 which lies close to

radioactive waste in a salt mine at Bartenselben

the West German border at Helmstadt (35 km east

of Wolfburg). No other information is available.

A processing plant constructed jointly with Pol,and and Czechoslovakia was

aiscussed (1978),6 but further progress is not indicated.
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v. HUNGARY

A. Reactor Types and Location

All reactors under construction and projected are Soviet PWR systems,
both 440 ~wel,2 and ,000 Mwe

.
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The only identified site is Paks, situated on the Danube south of Buda-

pest. Jt will contain four VVER-440 reactors all of which will be built by

Czechoslovakia. The first Hungarian unit was also the first completed by the

Czechs. Three VVER-1OOO units will be brought on line at Paks in the 1987-90

period, giving Paks a total capacity of 4760 MWe. For comparison, the entire

capacity (all non-nuclear) in 1979 was 4100 MWe.3 Who will build the 1000-

MWe units is not known.

Hungary states that it expects a total nuclear capacity of 10 000 to

12 000 MWe by 2000.3 The time scale for these plans seems over-optimistic.

The Paks 1 and 2 units, (440 MWe) are not yet in operation, and the projected

start-up dates have receded from 1980 (for both) to ’82 and ’83 respectively.

The Paks 3 and 4 units (also 440 MWe) have anticipated start-up dates of 1984

and ’85. Start-up dates of ’85 and ’86 seem more reasonable.

The projected installation of three 1000-MWe units at Paks in the 1987-90

period seems very optimistic. Installation over the 1989-95 period seems more

reasonable.

B. Other Nuclear Activities

Hungary is contributing finances to the construction of the 4000-MWe

Khmelnitsky plant in the Ukraine together with the USSR, Poland, and Czechos-

lovakia.4 Hungary will receive repayment in electricity (in proportion to

the contribution, about 12.5%) over the period from completion in 1984 until

2003. Following ?003 the plant will be entirely USSR owned.
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VI. POLAND

A. Reactor Types and Location

In the mid-70s government plans called for a major use of nuclear power

by 2000 and the use of nuclear heat for industrial processes was also consid- .

ered. 1 At the same time the site of the first station, Zarnowiec Lake near

Gdonsk in northern Poland, was selected and the projection was that it would

be coupled with a pumped-storage scheme of 680-MW capacity.l The reactor

type chosen was the VVER-440 with Poland supplying heat exchangers, controls,

and turbogenerators. The original target was a 1983 start-up.

The first site remains, with two VVER-440 units under construction, fur-

ther units intended, and a “connection with a non-nuclear plant,” 2 which

could refer to pumped storage. The projected start-up dates for units 1 and 2-.
are given variously as 1985 and

that “construction will start this
2ed to take six years, more

been criticized officially.5

A second site, Kujawy,

after 1985.2 The capacity is

probab”

in Cen

unknown.

8fJ and 1986/87.d’4 In view of the fact

year” (1981)2 and construction is expect-

e dates are 1987/88. This slow tempo has

.ral Poland has been selected to be built

B. Projected Capacity

Early statements (1976) talked of 13% of the electricity generation being

nuclear by 1990 and 40% by 2000.1 A slightly later statement (1977) gave a

projection of 8500 MWe by 1990.6 These statements are probably consistent

with each other.

A recent statement (January 1981)2 still calls for 20 000 to 23 000 MWe

installed capacity by 2000, but that target appears unreasonably high in view

of Poland’s late start, its economic problems, and its present unpopular

stance with the USSR, Czechoslovakia and East Germany.

Early plans discussed siting at the Masurian Lakes in northern east

Poland near the USSR border.2
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c. Other Nuclear Activities

-.

.

Together with the USSR, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia, Poland is financing

the construction of the 4000-MWe Khelmitzkiy plant in the Ukraine. The pay-

ment would be as 25% of the output from start-up in 1984 until

plant would be entirely owned

Joint construction of a

has been discussed (1978),8

forward.
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VII. ROMANIA

Apart from a desultory relationship with the USSR that has led to the

purchase of one VVER-440 unit, Romania has devoted herself entirely to at-

tempting to introduce the Canadian CANDU heavy-water reactor technology.

These reactors are to be fueled (it appears) with Romanian natural uranium.
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A. Reactor Types and Location

1. Operating

One VVER-440 unit, being constructed at Olt, was apparently supplied by

the USSR. Originally scheduled to be in operation in 1980 it is now projected

for 1983.
1,2

This appears to be the only reactor of this type that Romania

intends to construct.

A second standard 600-MWe CANDU reactor, purchased from Canada, is under

construction at Cernavoda

indicated that as many as

but the negotiations with

been long and complicated.

2. Finances

There seems to be no

with a projected start-up of 1987. Romania has

12 to 16 CANDU units could be in operation by 2000,

Canada (and other countries to some extent) have

doubt of the Romanian intent to build many heavy-

water reactors, either obtained from Canada or elsewhere, but there are two

very important factors. First and perhaps most important, Romania’s lack of

hard currency has led to her insistence upon some form of “contracting”

arrangement that allows the purchases to be pai’d for by Romanian exports such
3,4

as wine, tractors, clothing, furniture, and machinery. This presents

considerable difficulty for the Canadian government and a similar proposal to

France (Framatome) was rejected.4 Secondly, and also very important, is

Romania’s insistence upon technology transfer, apparently aimed at independent
5,6

production of reactors at the earliest opportunity. These technology

requests are apparently well beyond what most manufacturers regard as reason-

able.

As a result, although negotiations have been in progress in some form

since 1967,7’ there is still considerable uncertainty in the eventual out-
8

come. The Canadian government is providing considerable support in finan-

cial mattersg but the situation remains as one firm order and one letter of

intent.

Heavy water WOUld be supplied (at least initially) by Canada.5 Fuel

presumably would be supplied eventually by Romania although the initial charge

would be purchased.

. .

.
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B. Oth~ Nuclear Activities

I[
Romania was one of the first signatories of the Nuclear Nonproliferation

Treaty <NPT) and has long been involved in IAEA safeguards.7
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